Master Bucker
Speed
controller

Powerful
gearhead

Multiple die
holes and shapes

Electricity details

1 HP / 230 V

Machine weight

70 KG

Dimensions of the machine 76 X 78 X 140 cm
Tilt-back
housing

Handles

Dimensions of the box

85,5 x 85 x 158 cm

Production in wet

65 kg/h

Material of the machine

Stainless steel

Speed control

Yes

Powerful air-cooled
gearhead

Yes

Security system

Yes

Warranty

5 Years

Large surface
for it’s box

DE-BUDS UP TO
65 KG/H OF CANNABIS!!
Flat-free
tyres

Safe, clean and quick to de-bud your plants, when either freshly harvested or dry.
It has speed control, which ensures that the quality, shape and size of the flowers are maintained.
Increase the speed for trimming fresh flowers, or decrease speed for trimming dry flowers,
to gently de-bud the flowers and achieve better results.
Made of stainless Steel, without any paint, to avoid polluting the flowers.
Forward and reverse operation to easily clear blockage.
Equipped with a powerful 1 horsepower motor to de-bud any type of plant, no matter the plant’s dimension, and to avoid jams.
Completely mobile due to its 4 flat-free tyres. Ideal for moving around on irregular surfaces and overcoming any obstacle.
Includes three designs of heads.
Machine can be disassembled completely for easy maintenance. Cleaned in less than 10 minutes.

Rounded head

Tubular head

Star head

Master Bucker
The Master Bucker is easy to move,
with its large wheels suitable for all
types of terrain, both interior and
exterior.
Use the handles to move it, as if it
were a wheelbarrow.

Adjustable tilt to set
according to the
height of the
operator, or to
accommodate
working standing or
sitting .

CONTROL PANEL
On and Off switch I / O.
Forward and reverse operation to
easily clear blockage.
High-precision speed control switch
for de-budding freshly harvested or
dry flowers.

Technical support at your service for any questions related to the
installation, operation or spare parts of your Mastertrimmer
machine

www.masterproducts.es
Contact: info@masterproducts.es
+34 650 95 47 56 | +34 972 29 93 55
Technical service: tecnic@masterproducts.es

The Master Bucker is used in GMP certified facilities
across Europe

